Let K be a compact connected Lie group acting on projective n-space P n via a unitary representation K ! U(n + 1). If one gives P n a symplectic structure via the Fubini-Study form, then the action of K on P n is Hamiltonian, and any smooth K-invariant sub-variety M P n inherits the structure of a Hamiltonian K-manifold. Naturally one wants to know what class of Hamiltonian actions arise in this way. To phrase a related question, what class of Hamiltonian actions admit an invariant, compatible K ahler structure? One expected the answers to these questions to depend on the \degree of symmetry" of the symplectic manifold in question. There are many examples of symplectic manifolds without group actions that admit no compatible K ahler structure (see e.g. 14], 15].) On the other hand, as observed by Kostant and Souriau, transitive Hamiltonian actions of compact groups are coadjoint orbits and therefore K ahler. Coadjoint orbits are examples of multiplicity-free Hamiltonian actions, which are a class of symplectic manifolds with a very high degree of symmetry. Multiplicity-free torus actions were studied by Delzant 11] (under the name completely integrable torus actions) who showed that, under certain assumptions, each of these actions admits an invariant compatible K ahler structure.
Counterexamples in the non-abelian case were found independently by Knop 29] and the author 43] . In this paper we consider the question in more detail. Recall that if M is a compact connected Hamiltonian K-manifold with moment map : M ! k , then the intersection (M) \ t + of the image with the positive Weyl chamber is a convex polytope, called the moment or Kirwan polytope. The main result (Theorem 6.2 below) is that in good cases 1 one can read o whether a multiplicity-free action might admit an invariant K ahler structure from the moment polytope. The proof of the criterion is an application of the theory of spherical varieties. One shows that after perturbing the symplectic form, and replacing the complex structure, we can assume that M P(V ) is embedded in the projectivization of some representation V of K. By an observation of Brion 5] , such a multiplicity-free projective variety is spherical; that is, if G denotes the complexi cation of K, then a Borel subgroup B G has a dense orbit. The variety M is then an equivariant embedding of some homogeneous space G=H. These have been classi ed by Luna and Vust 33] . A result of Brion 6] shows that each facet F of the moment polytope of a spherical variety corresponds to a (not necessarily unique) B-stable prime divisor in M. The B-stable prime divisors that are not G-stable are called colors. An interesting game (which does not exist in the toric case) is to try to determine from the polytope which facets are de ned by colors. The criterion is derived from an answer to this problem in a special case.
In the second half of the paper we prove a su cient criterion for the existence of an invariant K ahler structure. For certain actions of SO (5), we show that our existence and non-existence results combine to give a complete answer. Finally we show that in the SO(5) case our criterion is equivalent to a criterion for the K ahlerizability of Hamiltonian torus actions due to S. Tolman 40] .
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The moment polytope of a spherical variety
Let K be a compact, connected Lie group with complexi cation G and maximal torus T K.
Let t k be the corresponding Cartan subalgebra. Choose a positive chamber t + t and let B G denote the Borel subgroup containing T whose Lie algebra contains the positive root spaces. Recall that to any G-variety X and G-line bundle L we can associate a convex set (L) t + as follows. For any B-module V let V (B) be the set of non-zero B-eigenvectors in V . For any element v 2 V (B) , we denote by (v) : B ! C the associated character of B, which we identify with a weight in t . Following Brion 5] we de ne
(H 0 (L n )) (B) =n: (1) One can show, by tensoring highest-weight sections, that the set (L) is convex. Now let K G be a maximal compact subgroup with maximal torus T as before. If X is smooth and compact and L has an invariant metric connection with positive curvature ! 2 1;1 (X) and moment map , then (L) equals the moment polytope (X)\t + . This is an easy consequence of \quantization commutes with reduction" (Guillemin-Sternberg multiplicity formula) 38, 36] .
A G-variety X is called spherical if X is normal and B has a dense orbit. If X is spherical, then by work of Brion 6 ] the facets of (L) are de ned by B-stable prime divisors in X, in a sense that we now explain. Let C (X) denote the eld of rational functions on X. The set of B-eigenfunctions C (X) (B) has the structure of an abelian group under multiplication, and SPHERICAL VARIETIES AND EXISTENCE OF INVARIANT K AHLER STRUCTURE   3 since X is spherical, we have an exact sequence C ! C (X) (B) ! t :
The image = (C (X) (B) ) is a nitely generated free abelian subgroup of t . 
where L R = R + ( ). Since X is spherical, the set D(X) is nite so that (3) expresses (L)
as a nite intersection of half-spaces. It follows that if F is a facet of (L) then there exists a The colored fan of a spherical variety is related to the fan of the polytope of an ample line bundle, if it exists. Recall that if is a convex polytope, its associated fan F( ) is the set of dual cones to faces of . Here the dual cone to a face F 0 of is the cone generated by normal vectors v F to facets F of containing F 0 . If X is a spherical variety, let C(X) denote the set of cones C such that for some set of colors E, the pair (C; E) lies in the colored fan of X. The following results are due, in a somewhat di erent form, to Brion 5] .
Theorem 2.3 (Brion) . Let It follows from Lemma 2.4 and Equation (3) that the dual cone to Y equals C Y . On the other hand, since X is complete, any cone C 2 F( ) of maximal dimension such that C \ V G is non-empty must be contained in C(X). Any other cone C with C \ V G non-empty is a face of a cone of maximal dimension with this property and is therefore contained in C(X). 2.2. Facets de ned by colors. We are particularly interested in facets of (L) de ned by colors, since these do not exist in the toric case. It follows from work of Knop 27 ] (see also Foschi 13] ) that these facets of (L) can be three types with respect to a given minimal parabolic: Proof. Let D X be a color such that PD 6 = D. According to a result of Brion 5] and Vinberg 41] , B has a nite number of orbits in X, and so D contains a dense B-orbit Bx. According to Knop 27] , B-orbits in Px correspond to P x -orbits in P=B = P 1 , and there can be either two or three in number. The closed orbits correspond exactly to colors that are not P-stable. Three orbits: According to Knop 27] this corresponds to the case that the image of P x in Aut (P 1 ) is a copy of C . By 27, 3. Theorem 3.1 (Brion) . Let X be a spherical G-variety and V G (X) Hom Z ( ; Q ) the cone of invariant valuations. There is a nite re ection subgroup W X W such that V G (X) is a fundamental domain of W X acting on Hom Z ( ; Q ).
Knop has given a geometric de nition of the little Weyl group 26] and generalized Brion's result to the non-spherical case. We present here Knop's de nition in the case that X is smooth and maximal rank. Let T h X denote the bundle of holomorphic cotangent vectors. The action of G on X induces a holomorphic moment map h : T h ! g . Let l g be the complexi cation of the real Cartan subalgebra t k. Composing with the quotient map q h : g ! g ==G = l =W 7 one obtains a morphism~ h : T h ! l =W: Consider the ber product
Because X is maximal rank, the inverse image 1 2 (l reg ) is non-empty, and 1 is a rami ed cover with generic ber W. The Lemma 3.3. The restriction of to (Ln0) is the identity. Proof. We rst show that there exists an element w 2 W such that (x) = wx for all x 2 (Ln0).
Recall from e. Step 1:~ f is smooth at any point m 2 1 ( ). We construct a W-invariant smooth function h 2 C 1 (t ) equal to f near (m) as follows. Let 2 C 1 (t ) be a cuto function supported near (m), with = 1 in a neighborhood of (m), and
By Theorem 3.2~ h is smooth at (m), which shows that~ f is smooth, too.
Step 2: q f is smooth at (m). Since is transversal to , we can choose a submanifold U 1 (k ) such that is a di eomorphism on U and (U) meets transversally at (m). The function q f is therefore smooth on (U), and since the restriction of q f to k is locally constant on the bers of near (m), this restriction is smooth at (m). Let V be a small K -invariant neighborhood of (m) in k . Since KV k is isomorphic to K K V and q f is K-invariant, the claim follows.
Step 3: f is W -invariant. Let R( ) be the set of simple roots perpendicular to . For any 2 R( ), let r 2 W denote the corresponding re ection. The function q f is r -invariant, and therefore (D n q f)( (m)) = (D n f)( (m)) = 0 for n 2 N odd, where D is partial di erentiation with respect to . Since f is polynomial, this shows that f is itself r -invariant, for each 2 R( ), and therefore f is W -invariant. Corollary 3.5. Let Lemma 4.2 (Delzant) . Let In particular, Delzant's conjecture 4.3 holds for these actions.
Algebraization
As above let K be a compact connected Lie group with complexi cation G. Brion 5] has noted that Proposition 5.1 (Brion) . Let V be a complex G-representation, and M P(V ) a smooth invariant sub-variety. Then M is a multiplicity-free K-manifold if and only if M is a spherical G-variety. This is because a generic symplectic quotient of M is homeomorphic to a geometric invariant theory quotient of M G=B, which is zero dimensional if and only if B has a dense orbit. In order to apply Brion's result, we will need the following application of the Kodaira embedding theorem: To apply this result to K ahler multiplicity-free actions, we need to note that if M is a compact multiplicity-free K-manifold, then any maximal torus T K acts with isolated xed There exists a linear map t 7 ! t such that each t : M ! k is a moment map for the action of K on (M; ! t ). There also exists a neighborhood, U, of 0 2 R k such that for t 2 U Although Theorem 6.1 does not apply to many spherical varieties, it does apply to several well-known examples that arise in representation theory, such as the ag variety GL(n+1; C )=B under the action of GL(n; C ) and similarly the generalized ag variety of SO(n + 1; C ) under the action of SO(n; C ) (at least for a generic projective embedding.) Other examples will be given later.
The main result of the paper is the following necessary criterion for the existence of an invariant K ahler structure. (5) In this section we describe an example: symplectic blow-ups of a product M of two coadjoint orbits of SO(5). The Hamiltonian K-manifold M contains exactly two symplectic K-orbits, and we can symplectically blow-up either one. Depending on which orbit we choose, the blowup admits (resp. does not admit) an invariant, compatible K ahler structure.
Let K SO (5) (1) (2) (3) Figure 2 . The polytopes for (1) 2 , (2) 2 , and (3) . is injective, so the principal isotropy subgroup of T acting on Y + , which equals the principal isotropy subgroup of K acting on M, is trivial.
The assertion on transversality follows from Delzant's list of local models 12], and can also be veri ed directly. so that is a moment map for the diagonal action of S 1 on U C (where C has the opposite symplectic form). Let U a = 1 (a)=S 1 be the symplectic reduction of U C at a. Then U a = U a U >a and the map ' : U >a ! M >a given by inclusion de nes an equivariant symplectomorphism U >a = '(U >a ). Let M a be the union of U a and M >a modulo the identi cation of U >a with '(U >a ). In case X is the minimum of , and S 1 acts on the normal bundle of X with weight one, then for > 0 small M a+ is a symplectic blow-up of M along the symplectic submanifold X ( 31] , 34]). We will need one further fact: As for toric varieties, the association d 7 ! l d is functorial in the sense that Lemma 8.4 (Brion) . Let Proof of Theorem 9.1 -As in the proof of Theorem 8.7 there exist ; 2 R such that is contained in the polytope ; . Let V + ( ) (resp. V ( )) denote the normal vectors to facets of appearing in clockwise (resp. counterclockwise) order between and , so that V ( ) = V + ( ) V ( ). Let C be the cone at x 1 on (0; 1) and (1; 1). The proof that there is no polytope P satisfying the requirements of Theorem 9.2 is similar to the proof for Case 1, and left to the reader.
